IntelliJ IDEA 2016.3 163.7342.3 Release Notes
No subsystem

Bug

IDEA-163038 The "PHP Code Sniffer" and "PHP Mess Detector" fail due $PROJECT_DIR$ not resolved/used

Bug

IDEA-161933 Command Line launcher always opens new window

Bug

IDEA-163155 SelectIn | ProjectsView doesn't navigate to element if tool window has been previously closed

Bug

IDEA-162844 A simple copy of Default color scheme is flooded with inheritance defining attributes.

Usability

IDEA-105927 java packages named "rcs" are ignored per IDE setting

Code Analysis.
Inspection

Bug

IDEA-163355 Inspection profile cannot be copied

Debugger

Bug

IDEA-155007 IDEA does not kill the debug process immediately

Diff_Merge

Bug

IDEA-162409 OpenInBrowser controls use focused editor as context, not the editor they belong to.

Bug

IDEA-130854 Copy revision number in git diff window

Editor. Editing
Text

Bug

IDEA-115424 Editor scrolls immediately after switching to its tab after project opening

Find, Replace,
Find Usages

Bug

IDEA-99773

Google App
Engine

Bug

IDEA-162974 Suggest to disable 'Google App Engine' plugin when user wants to install 'Google Cloud Tools'
plugin

Grails

Bug

IDEA-163162 UnsupportedOperationException at
org.jetbrains.plugins.groovy.mvc.MvcFramework.removeModuleOutput(MvcFramework.java:3

Hibernate

Bug

IDEA-162475 Hibernate: database credentials in Hibernate Console are lost after reopening a project in
another build

IDE
Configuration

Bug

IDEA-162774 "Use inherited attributes" option reverts back to default value on Apply

Java.Inspections Bug

Find usages CTRL-ALT-F7 does not have scope Project & Libraries anymore

IDEA-162816 "Method will throw an exception when parameter is null" false positive on Map

Bug

IDEA-163082 "can be replaced with addAll" inspection suggests a recursive call

Usability

IDEA-163051 "Replace inefficient Stream API call chains ending with count()": fix leaves redundant casts

Cosmetics IDEA-163050 "Replace inefficient Stream API call chains ending with count()": highlighting
JavaEE.App
Servers.Generic

Bug

IDEA-162719 Don't add application server library to the module dependencies twice when creating a new
module

Project
Configuration

Bug

IDEA-160564 multiple .ipr files on same project cannot open multiple frames

Bug

IDEA-160064 Adding a module that exists as a top level project in another window, won't add as module

Bug

IDEA-135096 unable to include source folders under an excluded directory

Bug

IDEA-163371 IntelliJ project view stops working: "null keys not supported:

Bug

IDEA-162888 NPE in ProjectViewImpl.changeViewCB

Bug

IDEA-151115 Compound Run/Debug Type does not trigger Single Instance Only indication

Project View

Run | Debug
configuration

Cosmetics IDEA-162800 Run indicator missing from run and debug popups
Spring

Bug

IDEA-162335 Spring MVC: @PathVariable support "name" alternatively to "value"

Bug

IDEA-163073 "Go to Cacheable Operation With The Same Name" doesn't apply @CacheConfig

Bug

IDEA-162930 Spring Boot: invalid metadata classname yields exception

Bug

IDEA-162917 Spring: resources completion in import#resource attribute doesn't work

Bug

IDEA-158098 Spring Security Testing: @WithUserDetails annotation: provide completion and validation for
userDetailsServiceBeanName attribute value

Bug

IDEA-162712 Spring: <jms:jca-listener-container> bean doesn't appear in Spring Beans tool window and
diagram

Bug

IDEA-162474 Spring MVC 4.3: support @ModelAttribute#name alias

Bug

IDEA-158943 Syntax highllight not working

Bug

IDEA-157658 Spring Security: SpEL in annotations: support @P annotation

Structural
Search and
Replace

Bug

IDEA-162805 Structural Search - private methods problem while extending the behavior

Terminal

Bug

IDEA-147227 Use my default shell preference on Mac

Bug

IDEA-157148 Local terminal settings are saved globally, not per-project

Usability

IDEA-125383 Choose terminal starting directory

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-133087 Maximize action is available for floating tool window, but does nothing

Version Control

Bug

IDEA-162678 Version Control Local Changes (Git) does not grab focus when opened

No subsystem

Feature

WEB-23522

Import flow types from *.flow files first

Feature

WEB-22699

JSX/Flow: XML tag has empty body -> change to bodyless

Bug

WEB-23907

Multiple levels of inheritance gives "type Derived is not assignable to parameter BaseBase"

Bug

WEB-23658

Missing module dependency: don't show when resolved in the project

CoffeeScript

Exception

WEB-22662

Coffescript: NPE on opening litcoffee file

Debugger

Bug

WEB-23769

Chrome 54.0.2840.59 m: errors are not logged to debugger console

JavaScript

Bug

WEB-23933

Invalid "Missing import statement" for ES6 class

Bug

WEB-19761

ES6: Create getter/setter intentions are not available for class fields in constructor body

Bug

WEB-23644

Support shortcut JSDoc annotations for @property @const @type @name, etc.

Bug

WEB-23863

Code Style: "Use semicolon to terminate statements" respect in all auto completions

Usability

WEB-23873

Setting JavaScript language version to "ECMAScript 6" shows description text outside of visib
area

JavaScript.
Formatter

Bug

WEB-23872

JavaScript Indentation Problem with "var" over multiple lines

JavaScript.
Frameworks

Feature

WEB-23831

Creating React Native projects

Feature

WEB-21046

Support foo.android.js / foo.ios.js of React Native in IDE

Bug

WEB-20249

React should not be marked as unused if any JSX code is used

Bug

WEB-23883

Intentions: Convert to Class: Hierarchy: "Select targets" dialog doesn't show multiple function
arguments correctly

Bug

WEB-23885

Intentions: Convert to Class: Hierarchy: correctly show conflict when both defineProperty and
defineProperties are set for same property

Bug

WEB-23881

Intentions: Convert to Class: Hierarchy: wrong formatting for the converted property

Bug

WEB-23880

Intentions: Convert to Class: Hierarchy: show conflict when several inheritances types are
defined for the same elements

Bug

WEB-23897

Intentions: Convert to Class: Hierarchy: export keyword is lost

Bug

WEB-23918

Convert to class: do not show refactoring preview if there are no other members, just
constructor function

Bug

WEB-23928

Convert require to import: the fix produced incorrect result if the name of the module contain
'-' symbols

Bug

WEB-23889

Convert var to let/const inside export statement eats export keyword

Bug

WEB-23838

Incorrect code formatting

JavaScript.
Inspections

JavaScript.
Refactoring

TypeScript

Unit Tests

Bug

WEB-23662

Protractor: support navigable links in the console

